God’s love knows no barriers. St. Pascal’s...where all people matter.
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Dear Friends:
Last week I experienced a very moving gathering at the University of Minnesota
called "Service of Gratitude." It's probably not what you are thinking. Among our
parishioners who died this past year were two who chose to donate their bodies to
the University for use in teaching students in medical, dental, occupational therapy,
physical therapy, pharmacy and mortuary science schools. After their usefulness in
the labs, the remains are cremated and returned to the loved ones of the deceased.
I was invited to accompany the family of our late parishioners as they honored their
lives and the lives of all who had made the same donation during this past year.
I had no idea what to expect, as this was a first for me, but I imagined that it would
be a fairly small gathering. Wrong. Northrop Auditorium was full, with over 2000
people present to honor more than 600 dead who had donated their remains. And
it was a beautiful evening of music, poetry, dance, and personal testimonies from
(mostly first-year) students in one of those schools. Also included were projected
photographs of almost every single one of those donors. It was not specifically a
religious service but it was profoundly holy and very moving. The U of M holds
these gatherings annually.
What struck me particularly was the tone of reverence that was expressed for the
deceased. One of the students described her experience of encountering the body
of a woman whose name and life story were unknown to her but who had a face
and hands and who had been somebody's child, parent, grandparent, friend. "This
is a human being," she said, and she went on to refer to that person as "my first
teacher" with humble awe and gratitude. If we are concerned with upholding the
dignity of and respect for life, here was ground zero. It was an honor to be part of
it. It also spoke volumes about the character of the students, which was a very
uplifting thing to experience and to know about, especially at a secular university.
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On a less somber note, but in keeping with the theme of gratitude, I hope that
many of us can join together again for our annual ecumenical East Side
Thanksgiving service on the eve of the holiday. This is a "moveable feast" that will
take place at Grace Lutheran Church this year, just up the street from St. Pascal's.
There will be a combined choir, a dance group, hymn singing, scriptural reflections,
and of course, food afterward. This is one of the only times all year that we gather
as a community of Lutherans, Baptists and Catholics in order to share our common
faith in Christ, but I can tell you that it is deeply appreciated by our partnering
parishes and their pastors. They tell me so.
As we move in to holiday mode, and into the beautiful season of Advent, let us do
so with hearts that are not only grateful for what has been, and for the graces we
savor each day, but also for the promises of glorious life to come and the full
dawning of the Savior.
Fr. Mike Byron

Jackson Phillip James Sauser
Benjamin Robert Conley

David Picard
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Sunday, November 19—Stewardship Weekend

Monday, November 20

Tuesday, November 21

Wednesday, November 22

Thursday, November 23—Happy Thanksgiving!
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Saturday, November 25

Sunday, November 26
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Keeping Advent 2017

Keeping Christmas 2017

